If X s (1 ^ j ^ r) are objects we denote the corresponding r-tuple (X lf X % , , X r ) by X and the (r -l)-tuple (X,, X 2 , , X,-,, X i+U ,X r ) by X(i). When Xy (1 ^ i ^ r) are based topological spaces ΠX will denote their topological product and Π ι X the subspace of ΠX whose points have at least i coordinates at base points (always denote by *).
Let a 5 e π nj (Xj) {n ά ^ 2, 1 S 3 ^ r, r ^ 3) be elements of homotopy groups then we have where n = Σn s and • denotes the product of Blakers and Massey [1] . We thus also have
There is a natural map ΠX(i), Π^ii) -> n x X f Π 2 X and we denote also by *a(j) its image induced in π n -ni (Π λ X, /7 2 X). Let d denote the homotopy boundary homomorphism in the exact sequence of the triple (ΠX, ZPX, 77 2 X). We shall prove the formula:
where ε(l) = 0, ε(i) = %(% + n 2 + + n^) (ί > 1) and where the brackets refer to the generalised Whitehead product of Blakers and Massey [1] , In the case of the universal example 0.1 becomes the formula of Nakaoka and Toda stated in [4] and proved there for r = 3. I. M. James 1 has raised the question of its validity for r > 3 and as the formula has applications (see [2] 1 = {x e S n ; x n ^ 0} , Όl = {x e V n ; x n ^ 0} ,
We recall that if Y £ X then X is a closed n-cell and Y is a face of X if there exists a homeomorphism /: V n -> Z such that /(JE^" 1 ) = F. The subset X° = /(S*-1 ) is the boundary of X If X and F are oriented cells we assign to 1x7 the cross-product of the orientations of X and Y. A proof of 1.1 may be found in [1] to which the reader may also refer for details concerning orientations. The proofs of the following two lemmas are standard exercises in homotopy theory and will be omitted. LEMMA Let Pi: F % ' x F(i) -> F be the map such that
Suppose given a simplicial decomposition of a closed n-cell F(n ^ 3) and a subcomplex G which is a closed n-cell oriented coherently with F. If A is a simply-connected subset of a space Y and if f:F-+Y is a map such that f{(F-(?) U G°} S A then f: F, F° -> Y, A and f: G, G° -> Y, A represent the same element of π«(Y,A
As an easy consequence of our orientation convention we obtain: LEMMA 2.3. The degree of ρ { is (-l) ε(ί) . The proof of the following lemma we postpone. We now define 2.4 asserts the existence of an integer k with i Φ k Φ j such that Gi has a factor #Γ* and G ό a factor Iλ!\ Hence 2.5 implies that 2.5 also implies that JET = JEf" -0 which completes the proof of 2.6.
